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ON SLICES

Won Huh

0. Introction

We will use the following notational conventions : a rproduct space” 
will always mean a product topological space equipped with. the Ty- 
chonofF product topology ; given a product space (fl戒 J*,(缶)托 j)， 

Pj will denote the projection of the product onto the factor X3.
In [7], Dugundji introduced the notion of slice as a line parallel to a 

factor space through a point of a cartesian product space (See §2 for 
precise definition).

The purpose of this note is to study some properties of slices. This 
note is neithe호 intended to present substantial new results nor provide 
an encyclopaedic survey, but rather to give certain aspect to the subject 
for the choice of personal taste and preference.

1. Preliminaries and notations

Let a mapping / : S —> X be given. By the canonical extension of 

/, we mean an induced mapping f : P(S) —> 7*(X) by f with the 
property :

f (A) = {f(a)\a E 4} for each A €，P(、S\

where P(S) is the power set of S・
By the /-inverse image mapping, we mean an induced mapping 

f :，P(X) t RS) by f with 난1。property :

了(B) = {ceX|f(z)eB} for each B e P(X).
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For two mappings " S t X and g : S' t X，by the equality 
of f and g, denoted by J" = g, we mean that S = S\ X = X\ and 
/(a) = g(a) for each a E S.

Note that for eadi mapping f : S t X, each of the following state
ments is true :

(1) For each B E P(X \ 了(S)), 7(B) = 0.

(2) For each B e 2(X), 了 o ； = B「I 了(S) and 了。了(B) U 3.

(3) For each A e P(S), A C */ ° 7(^)-

(4) For each mapping g : X —> Y, g o f = 。~了 and g o f = "o 矿

(5) f is surjective if and only if ~f (S) = X if and only if 了 o 了 = 

Lp(X) where Lp(x)is the identity mapping on P(X).
By the inclusion mapping of A C S into S、denoted by /厶，we mean 

the mapping : A —> S defined by /4(a) = a for each a G A, so that 
for eadi^ ll(E)~EnA and 打(E) = £口4

Any mapping with having the empty domain, is called empty.
Note that for each mapping / : S t X and each A G each of the 

following statements is true :

⑴ For 나圮 restriction f\A of f to & f\A = 了0 救 and f\A = 疚 o 了.

(2) Fbr each E C S and each F C X, f\A(E) = /|^(A fl E、) and 

兀(卩)=財"(玲.

⑶ Fbr each B C X and each F U X)

伝顷)=瓦爾)=伝s n F)= 伝(B n p).

Let be a family of non-empty sets, let p3 be a projection
of the cartesian product Aj onto Ay, and let X)be a non-empty 

subset of A3. A subset 方;(XJ of Aj is called a slab of X3 in 
［据厂烦

Note that each of the following statements is easily verified :
(1) f £ 方;(Xj) if and only if / G and f(j) e X}.

(2) HjejXj方;(Xj).

⑶ n.e/A \ 呂(Xj)=方;(4 \XJ.
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(4)\ n冷 X,=u心可(& \ 犯).

For the sake of later use, we give the following.

LEMMA 1. For each family of non-empty sets and each
non-empty subset K of the index set J, any mapping Fk : 一스

Hmk&： defined by &(/) = f\K for each f e T[}eJAj is surjective.

Proof. If K = then Pk is the identity mapping, so our Lemma 
is true. Let K 丰 J and let g G IhcK 厶左；we are going to find an 
f E such that Pk(「) = g、Since 八k is a family of non
empty sets, we can find a choice function s for 하id hence
there exists a unique extension f on J of g and s such that =们 

刃八K = $ and Pk(/) = g.

Let be a family of non-empty sets, let p3 be the projection
of the cartesian product onto the factor set A2y and let K
be a non-empty subset of the index set J. For each j E J and each 
G C Aj, we define a relative slab of G to JlteKwhich will be 
written 方J(G)〔h Afc, by the set such that

一i =(HkeK^ if 八 K,
P1 处-I {/e nkeKAk\Pk(f) G G} if J G K.

2. Definition of slices and basic properties

Let (A7)jej be a family of non-empty sets, let p3 be the projection 
of the cartesian product A3 onto the factor set and let K be 
a non-empty subset of the index set J.

For each x € A}, a sublet

n p7(p/^)) = {/€ ]]47属(项)=卩心)for each 八 K} 
JEJ\K

of J Aj is called a K-slice through the point x parallel to 口化丘故 厶卜 
Note that each slice is also a cartesian product of sets.
In a set-theoretical sense, we have following.
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LEMMA 2. Let be a family of non-empty sets, let p3 be the
projection of onto Aj, and let K be a subset of the index
set J. A K-slice through a point x £ parallel to Ajt is
equippollent to [Lk&；・

Proof. Let flej\K 方7(巧(时)be the K- slice through the point x G 
ILc"4j parallel to [[电/必 Define a mapping

f : n p7(pj(x))―' nAk
JEJ\K k£K

to satisfy F(g) = g\K for each g e P7(Pj(x))- We are going to

show that F is bijective. Noting that each g Ep7(Pj(x)) has 
the propeHy such that g侦)=p;(x) for each j € J \ K, F(f) = F(g) 
implies that /l„ = g| from which it follows that f = o,and」고enee夕 

is injective. It remains to prove that F is surjective. To this end, Let 
a G 11也1侦 then since s =(Pj(z))jg八k is considered as a choice 
function for ((p7(x)) \ j E J \ K}, we can find an extension f on J 
of a and s such that = a and 刃 j* = & showing taht F(f) = a, 
from which it follows that F is surjective.

A mapping F mentioned above in the proof will be called a slice 
bijection.

The -slice 난irough x E [[洗厂勺 equipped with the relativized 
topology with respect to the Tychonoff product topology for Flye 
is called the K-slice space through the point x G

THEOREM 1. Let (4” 7〉。be a family of non-empty topological 
spaces, let be the Tychonoff topology on the cartesian prod
uct and let p3 be the projection of the space onto

the factor space Then each K-slice space PJ(P;(X))
through an x & UjcjA? is homeomorphic to the space Ak, 
伍)此K)・

Proof. Noting that each subbasic open set of the slice space 
n心、K 宓3丿(z)) is denoted by a set 病;(G) A (「|心、k 丹3j3))) for 
some m E J and open G in the space (4而％), and that each subbasic
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open set of 난2 product space (ILck 诅 denoted by a set
of form 方二;(G)| jj for some m E K and open G in the space 

(4m,%), the slice bijection F :「丄心顷方;(WG) HkeK Ak gives 

that 万((方/(G) n (「Lej\K 方;3将)))=慕：(G)khg侦'frOm which 

it follows that F has further properities of continuity and openness, 
establishing that J1 is a homeomorphism.

Letting K be a singleton {fc}, we have the following

C。효OLLARY. Each {k}-slice space「［总八(《 pj(pj(^)) is homeomor
phic to the space Q4知 0%).

By a diagonal extension of a family (方：X t of mappings 
into a cartesian proproduct we mean a mapping :
X —> YIjejA} such that for each paxyection p~ qf 田匸厂咨 onto 
pj 0 = h・

Lemma 3. Let (A7,7))jej be a family of topological spaces, let 
OjCJ 阮 the TychonofF product topology on the cartesian product 

gd let p3 be the projection of the space (HjeJ A”
onto the factor space (&, 7}). Then the diagonal extension of a family 
(h : (X,丁)—> (A7,7}))7€j- of mappings is continuous if and only if 
each f3 is continuous.

Proof, let △kjejfj be the diagonal extension of the family
of mappings. 55 Only if5 part : Since each p3 is continuous, and since 

for each j G J, each f3 is continuous if 나le diagonal 
extension is continuous. "If” part : Let G be 7^-open ; then
方;((구)is subbasic open set in the product space (］丄財 Ay, and
hence

(&3方)。丹(G) = Pj O Ajgj/XG) = Z(G)

아lows that fj (G) is an open set in the space (X, T), from which it 
follows that each fj is continuous.

Lemma 4. Let (IL日 4”〈务)戒丿)be & product space of a family 
(Aj,7))yej of spaces, let (Jm|m E M} be a partition of the index
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set Jj and for each m E M let Ym = Hje j”，4戸 Then the prod
uct space is homeomorphic to the product space
（UmEM V' w^ere =〈务＞洗危

Proof. Let m G Af and let Sm : （UjO 4” 0；）项3）t （匕心）％） be 
defined by Sm（f） = f\j for each f E : then by Lemma 1,
Sm is surjective for each m G M. Let G be a subbasic open set in the 
space ； then we can find a J G

such that G = pj（7I）jy with H G 缶，and hence Sm（G） = pJ（H） 

is a subbasic open set in （FljeJ^5〈务）戒丿），so that each Sm is con
tinuous, from which it follows that the diagonal extension 
is continuous by Lemma 3. We are going to show that the diago
nal extension is an open bijection. To this end, firstly, let
△meMSm。）= △meM&Jg） for each m e M, then f\Jm = g\Jm 
for each m C M, from which it follows that the diagonal extensioiL 
△meMSm is injective.

Secondly, if g E flmGAf 匕卩 then g\^ e （丫皿爲）for each m E M, 
and hence, since Sm（g） = g\j , we have （△mwS'm）（g）= 务 showing 
that is surjective. Now, it remains to show that
is open. To this end, let G be a basic open set in （[[疋厂侦〈务）丿。） 

;then, we can find a finite set K C J such that G = HjteTf Pk（Pk） 
where Uk E Tk for each k E K. Noting that Mr = {m\K Cl Jm * 0} 

is finite, and that K A Jm 丰 0 for each m G M、痂（％） 

is a subbasic open set in （匕皿八爲）for each m G Affc, from which it 
follows that （△Sm）（G） =「）出场（0球m 録（U*））is °Pen set in 
（IlmeM 匕"？〈乂/血目#），

By Theorem 1 and Lemma 4, we have the following

THEOREM 2. Let （4”缶）说J be a family of topological spaces, 
and let K G J have a partition {Km\m € AJ・ Then a K-slice 

space j\k 方;（Pj（z）） through an x E is homeomorphic to
（IlmeM 匕n, where = T[jeKm 角 and ym =〈务）丿話打

A topological space （X, 丁）is said to be KV or a KV space whenever 
it suffices the following [K] and [V] properities of separation axioms of 
KolomogorofF and Vietoris, respectively :
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[K] For each pair of distinct points, at least one has a T-open neigh
bourhood not containing the other.
[V] For each point x and each 丁-open neighbourhood G of x, there 
exists T-open neighbourhood of x whose T-closure is contained in G.

For invariance properity, we have the following

Theorem 3.
(1) Each subspace of a KV space is KV.
(2) Let (HjwjXj, be a product space of a family (丿匚”务)戒】
of topological spaces. Then the product space is KV if and only if each 
slice space is KV.

Proof. (1) Noting that each subspace of a KV space satisfies the 
conditions [K] and [V], the result follows at once.

(2) "Only if” part : It follow옹 immediately from (1) that if the 
product space is KV, then each slice space as a subspace of the product 
spaceisJKV. 55 If5 part : Let each slice spare be KV ; then since=forre3：ch 
f G UjejXj and each slice space「I戒八k 方;(Pj(/))is homeomorphic 
to a factor space (X知 Zt), each factor space (X"4) is KV. Let G be a 
basic open set containing f € 1~1说"4 so that f C G =
for some finite K C J and G3 E T3 for each j £ K ; then p7(/) G 
p^(G) — G)for each 项 £ K. Since each is KV, we can find a
7} open neighbourhood of such that 시务【5 U Gj，showing that

/e P| 呂(咯)c Pj 呂(c圮匕)u「I Pj(Gj) = G,
jEK

from which it follows that the product space satisfies the condition 
[V]. Let / # g in the product space ; then for some k £ J)Pk(f) + 
Pk(g)・ Since (X知 7^) is KV, we may assume that there exists a 7^-open 
neighbourhood of Pk(g) such that Pk(f) $ ,from which it follows 
that ^k(Wk) is a subbasic open set containing g such that f 牛 方，(WQ, 
showing that the p호。duct space satisfies the condition [K].
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